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Versatile Building Products, Inc.  
245 Carl Karcher Way, Anaheim CA. 92801  
www.garagecoatings.com 

714-829-2600 

3 DRAWER BASE ASSEMBLY GUIDE 

TOOLS REQUIRED 
1. Impact cordless driver / drill 
2. Pozi bit or square head bit 
3. Regular Phillips head bit & screwdriver 
4. Rubber mallet (optional) 
5. Utility knife or scissors to remove shrink wrap 
6. Moving blankets, cardboard, or carpeting to lay underneath the 

cabinet during assembly process 
7. Pencil 

 

BEFORE ASSEMBLY 
Read through these instructions and organize the cabinet parts. Sort 
parts by groups; drawer fronts, drawer parts, side walls, back, top & 
bottom, hinges, handle(s), guides, & assembly screws. 

Note These instructions are for use with both our 3 drawer and 4 
drawer base cabinets. 

WHEN USING ASSEMBLY SCREWS 
The unique screw head on the assembly screws are designed to self-
countersink, eliminating the need to pre-countersink holes. 

Hand thread the assembly screws initially.   

Then, using your drill, tighten all screws. Check to make sure that the 
head of the assembly screw is flush or just below the surface of the 
panel 

Note Do not over tighten as this can cause damage to parts. 
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ASSEMBLE THE CASE 
Locate the top, bottom, 2 side walls, and the assembly screws.  

Place the cabinet side walls on the ground so that the front is facing up 
(using the hinge plate holes, dados, and edge banding as a reference). 

Note It is recommended to apply wood glue in each dado joint prior to 
assembly. 

Step 1 Insert the bottom into the right side wall dado.   

Note The Tops and bottoms are interchangeable. 

 

Step 2 Hand thread the 2” assembly screws into case part holes in the 
side wall.  Using your drill, tighten all screws. Check to make sure the 
head of the assembly screw is flush or just below the surface of the 
panel. 

Note Do not over tighten as this can cause damage to parts. 

 

Step 3 Insert the bottom into the left side wall dado.   

Hand thread the 2” assembly screws into case part holes in the side 
wall.  Using your drill, tighten all screws. Check to make sure the head 
of the assembly screw is flush or just below the surface of the panel. 
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Step 4 Insert the back into the dados of the left & right side walls, 
sliding the back into place until it contacts the bottom. 

Note You may need to spread the side walls slightly apart to help slide 
the parts into place. 

 

Step 5 Insert the top into the dados of the left & right side walls. 

 

Step 6 Hand thread the 2” assembly screws into case part holes in the 
side walls, top, & bottom.  Using your drill, tighten all screws. Check to 
make sure the head of the assembly screw is flush or just below the 
surface of the panel 

Ensure that you keep the side walls, top, and bottom square and flush 
during the process as pressure may cause them to move.  If the cabinet 
is not square, reverse the drill a bit and pressure the parts into square 
as you retighten. 
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ASSEMBLE THE DRAWER BOXES 
Locate three (3) or four (4) drawer box sets (depending upon whether 
the 3 drawer or 4 drawer model is being assembled).  Group these parts 
by drawer box index number.  

Note The drawer box sides are indexed using a hole count bored into 
the part; 1 hole for top drawer, 2 holes for mid drawer, 3 holes for 
bottom drawer (as shown).   

 

 

Locate the drawer box front, back, 2 sides, and the drawer screws. 
Place the drawer box back, 2 sides, and front with banded edge facing 
up. The drawer box front has two (2) pilot holes in the midline of the 
part for fastening the drawer handle & drawer face.  The drawer box 
back does not have these pilot holes. 

Note It is recommended to apply wood glue in each dado joint prior to 
assembly. 

Step 1 Insert the box sides into the box back’s dados.  The drawer box 
sides use the index holes to indicate side & direction (index holes 
toward box front, facing outward).   

Step 2 Insert the box bottom into the box back’s dado. 

Step 3 Insert the box sides & bottom into the box front’s dados. 

 

Step 4 Hand thread the 2” assembly screws into the part holes in the 
front, back, and box sides.  Using your drill, tighten all screws. Check to 
make sure the head of the assembly screw is flush or just below the 
surface of the panel 

Note Do not over tighten as this can cause damage to parts. 

Ensure that you keep the sides, front, back, and bottom square and 
flush during the process as pressure may cause them to move.  If the 
box is not square, reverse the drill a bit and pressure the parts into 
square as you retighten. 
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 INSTALL THE CABINET 
It’s recommended to install the cabinet onto the wall before installing 
hinge plates, drawer guides, shelves, drawers, and doors. 

A guide for installing the cabinet can be found at our website; 
www.garagecoatings.com   

 

INSTALL DRAWER GUIDE ON DRAWER BOX 
Locate the drawer box, drawer box guides, and the 5/8” drawer screws.  

Step 1 Separate the guide by extending the guide to maximum 
extension, depress the release lever (as shown), and remove the inner 
guide assembly.   

 

Step 2 Orient the inner guide assembly to the drawer box with its tab 
stop at the box front.  Align the inner guide assembly to the holes in the 
box side and fasten the guide to the box using the drawer screws. 

Note Identify the drawer box front which has two (2) pilot holes in the 
midline of the part for fastening the drawer handle & drawer face. 
Also, the box sides will have their index holes nearest the box front.  

 

INSTALL GUIDES ON SIDE WALLS  

Locate six (6) or eight (8) drawer guides (depending upon whether the 3 
drawer or 4 drawer model is being assembled), and the 5/8” drawer 
screws. 

Step 1 Line up the drawer guide with the holes in the side.  Orient the 
guide with the front of case.  Fasten the guide to the cabinet side wall(s) 
using the 5/8” drawer screws.   
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INSTALL DRAWER BOXES INTO CABINET 
Locate the three (3) or four (4) assembled drawer boxes. 

Step 1 Install each drawer box into its proper location, slotting the 
guides together and sliding the box into the case.  A drawer box’s 
location is identified by the number of index holes present on the front 
edge of the box side. 

Note The supplied drawer hardware has a load capacity of 55 lbs.  It is 
prudent to advise your customers to not overload the drawers with 
more than the 55lbs, including the weight of the drawer itself.   

Should the customer require greater load capacity, our production 
department can order heavy duty guides at an extra cost.  These 
custom cabinets will be quoted prior to entering production. 

 

INSTALL HANDLES & DRAWER FRONTS 
Locate all of the handles, two (2) handle screws, and drawer fronts.   

Note The drawer fronts are indexed using a hole count bored into the 
part; 1 hole for top drawer front, 2 holes for mid drawer front, 3 holes 
for bottom drawer front. 

Step 1 Place the drawer front onto the drawer box front, with the 
index holes facing inward. Insert a screw through the box front into the 
drawer front, and thread the screw into one side of the handle. Insert 
another screw and thread it into the other side of the handle.  Tighten 
all screws. 

Step 2 To adjust the drawer front, loosen the drawer handle and 
adjust the drawer front as needed. Then, re-tighten the drawer handle 
to lock in the desired drawer front location. 

 

Locate two (2) set screws 1 ¼” long for each drawer. 

Step 3 Lock the drawer front in place with 2 set screws from the 
interior of the drawer into the back of the drawer front. 

ASSEMBLY COMPLETE! 
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